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MESSAGE BY
THE FOUNDER

HEMA HARCHANDANI 
(Founder & Managing Director)

The year 2020 has started with dynamic changes. 
A pandemic that has made us, to think about new 
ways to live, new ways to educate and new ways of 
doing everything. Canvas too as an organization 
has embraced the change and has kept its 
children's education as the only priority. 

In the last three months at Canvas we had an 
opportunity to ask ourselves 'What are the 
problems children generally face?'. The simple 
answer to the complex question is 'Health'. Health 
could be physical, emotional or even mental 

Our philosophy has always been 'Education with a 
purpose'. When we started Canvas we envisioned 
showing children how to be creative, committed 
and collaborative. We believed that we should be 
able to provide children with all opportunities to 
showcase their inner desires and work towards 
becoming good citizens.

Dear Parents and Partners,

Canvas has accepted the new challenge and is 
ready with a new beginning.

health. In schools or at home children are 
generally taught or goaded on how to be 
successful and in the process we forget to show 
them how to come out of a failure. How to come 
out of stressful situations! This continuous 
pressure leads to stress, depression and isolation 
which sometimes leads to a fatality.

Canvas tried to bring education (in the pre-school 
area) to the children in the electronic format. All 
our systems and processes have been upgraded to 
take on the challenge that the pandemic threw at 
us. We have launched the PEP programme, we 
conducted the summer classes online and all our 
processes have been well accepted by the parents 
and the chi ldren.  We have conducted a 
wholesome training program to all our teachers to 
make them adjust to the new normal. We would 
like to thank all the specialists who participated in 
the PEP program and shared their thoughts with 
the parents.
As we slowly open up, the schools are preparing to 
welcome the children. We are taking special help 
from our advisory board in building a secure 
environment for our children. The children should 
have the opportunity to explore build new 
thoughts and be human.

At Canvas we always believed that children should 
get an opportunity to express themselves and we 
should help them in being 'what they truly are'. 
Hence, the PSED approach which was imbibed into 
the culture in all our schools truly reflects the 
present trends and helps the child in building his 
strengths,  identify and work in areas of 
improvement. The PSED approach helps the child 
in getting a wholesome view of himself and the 
world around him. He is initiated into using his own 
skills and ideas to develop into whatever he 
chooses.



ACTIVITIES HELD
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ART CORNER

Canvas celebrated National Pet Day with an 
online contest on our facebook page where 
Canvins posted their favorite picture with their 
pets and won exciting prizes.

YOUR DREAM COME TRUE 
All the kids dressed up as a community helper 
and shared their dreams with everyone.

24th February: 

SPLASH YOUR FRIENDS (HOLI CELEBRATION)
Children celebrated Holi by singing and dancing 
and listening stories and by making the creative 
Holi Greetings!

TRAFFIC RULES DAY

11th April
APRIL

NATIONAL PET DAY (Picture with your pet 
contest)

MARCH

All students were very enthusiastic throughout 
the activity and enjoyed learning about the 
Traffic Lights and the rules we must follow on 
the road through project work at School.

7th March

FEBRUARY
15th February 

8th May
MAY

'A Mother is Your First Friend, Your Best Friend, 
and Your Forever Friend.'

Our Moms are our superheroes and biggest 
supporters, but we usually don't tell them 
enough that how much they are appreciated. 
Canvas celebrated its First Virtual Mother's Day 
by organizing a contest
1. Getting messy with mom 
2. Dancing with mom 
3. Wearing same dress and lot more. 

MOTHER’S DAY SPECIAL (Virtual Celebration)



Huge applause & cheers to Canvas International 
Pre-School, Bhopal.

Excitement was in the air as Canvas 
International Pre-School, Bhopal held its Annual 
Day celebration. There was a gleam in the 
ambience with colorful costumes, cheering 
audience and fantastic music. True to the theme, 
'Colours', the stage lit up with a colourful line of 
impressive performances produced by the 
Canvins. There was never a dull moment with 
dazzling dances to pulsating beats, sweet singing 
and breath-taking moments, all combined with 
an upright measure of creativity and hard work. 
Strong messages of peace, conservation of Earth 
resources and moral values were communicated 
through upbeat dance movements. Proud 
parents thoroughly enjoyed the performances 
by their children who displayed confidence and 
self-esteem in every performance. 

JOY FIESTA SEASON 3 (BHOPAL)
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JOY FIESTA SEASON 4 (SHIVNAGAR, BENAR)

Three Cheers for the Canvas International Pre- 
School, Shivnagar and Benar!!

The thrill was in the air as Canvas International 
Pre-School, Shivnagar and Benar Road, steered 
The Joy Fiesta 4 on 15th February 2020. Cheery 
children swaggered in mind-blowing costumes 

as the audience cheered and music roared. True 
to the theme, 'Life at Canvas', the stage lit up 

with a colorful line of remarkable performances 
produced by the Canvins. Every performance 

was unique in its own way as the learners 
presented their Classroom Masti, Playground 

Fun and Fantastic Phonics. Proud parents 
thoroughly enjoyed the performances by their 

children who displayed confidence and self-
esteem in every performance.

Canvas Foundation Day
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CORONA VIRUS PREVENTION
WORKSHOP AT SHIVNAGAR

Our facilitators conducted a significant workshop 
for our little Canvins, to guide them about the 
preventive measures which are to be taken to 
fight against CORONA VIRUS or COVID-19.

Prevention is better than cure!

HEALTH TIPS

Set Good Sleep Habits:
Making sure your child gets enough sleep is a 
crucial part of keeping him/her healthy. Sleep is 

Teach Your Child About Proper Hand Washing: 
Hand washing is one of the most important ways 
we can prevent the spread of illness in the 
classroom and elsewhere. By teaching your child 
how to wash his/her hands properly—and to 
especially wash after blowing his/her nose, using 
the bathroom and before eating—you can help the 
child reduce the risk of getting sick.

For children, school is many things—a place where 
kids learn and grow cognitively, develop social 
skills, and become independent individuals. At 
school, children spend a lot of time in classrooms 
where they can easily transfer infections to one 
another. But by teaching kids some important 
healthy habits, parents can help make school and 
health a priority during the school year. Here are 
some great tips on how to keep your kids healthy.

Make healthy lunches more fun and enticing with 
ideas for yummy main dishes and sides dressed 
up in colorful combinations and shapes.

important not only for a child's physical and 
emotional health but it can play an important role 
in how well he/she does in school too.

- Give Your Child a Brain-Boosting Healthy 
Breakfast
Breakfast really is the most important meal of the 
day when it comes to school going kids.

Make Kids' School Lunch Boxes Fun
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CURRICULUM CORNER:
Steps to Choose a Creative Curriculum for 
Preschool
As you prepare children for success in school and 
life, it's more important than ever to educate their 
whole self. We can only begin to imagine the 
future careers that today's children will take on, 
which is why it's so important that we provide 
them with a strong foundation. That a whole child 
approach to education – one where children 
develop not only math and literacy skills but also 
the social-emotional, physical, and cognitive skills 
necessary to communicate, think both critically 

and creatively, and solve complex problems – is 
developmentally appropriate and better prepares 
children for life well beyond their time in a 
classroom. 

Should Be Beneficial to the Adult!

Needs to Meet Your Child's Needs

Needs to be Developed by a Child Expert
Needs to Accommodate Different Learning Styles

Here are 5 tips for choosing the best curriculum!
A great curriculum

Needs to Use the Environment

•
•

•
•

•

NEW BRANCH House No.C 105 Anand Vihar, Railway Colony, 
Jagatpura, Jaipur – 302025 Rajasthan  (JAIPUR)

GANGAPUR CITY

Dollor Hills Colony, Street no. 1, Villa no – 5, Door 
no 7-43, Pragathi Nagar, Kukatpally, Hyderabad – 
500090 (HYDERABAD)

PNT Quarter, Nasiya Colony, Gangapur city- 
322201 Rajasthan (GANGAPUR CITY)

HEERAPURA, JAIPUR
68-B Karni Vihar, Heerapura, Ajmer Road, Jaipur 
302006  (JAIPUR)

RAWATBHATA

JAGATPURA, JAIPUR

HYDERABAD

Canvas international Pre- school, Mukteshwer 
Bhawan, Tejaji Chowk  Jhalar Baori Charbhuja, 
Rawatbhata, Distt- Chittorgarh, Pin- 323 307, 
Rajasthan (Rawatbhata)

BIKANER
2/204, Main Road, M. P. Colony, Bikaner – 
334001, Rajasthan

MAHUA
Narayan market, opposite Hotel Mahua Palace, 
Jaipur stand, Mahua,  Rajasthan – 321608

DHAYARI, PUNE
RH no B 9, 'Omega Heritage Hsg. Society ', DSK 
Vishwa Road, Dhayari, Pune 411041

Sr no 37, Plot No 1/1 Santosh nagar, Opp. D.S 
Classic Housing Society Vishrantwadi Pune-
411015 Maharashtra (PUNE)

Plot No. 7, Behind Shiv Kripa Jewellers, Vishnu 
Colony, Mukund Pura Road, JP Circle, Bhankrota, 
Jaipur – 302026

VISHRANTWADI, PUNE

BHANKROTA

A28, Ganesh Nagar, New Sanganer Road, Sodala, 
Jaipur, Rajasthan (JAIPUR)

SODALA, JAIPUR
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THE WONDERFUL 
EXPERIENCE OF 
HOME LEARNING
Canvas International is the front runner 
in providing online education to students 
of pre- primary. Considering that current 
generation is adept in handling gadgets, 
getting them to use the devices was not 
an issue at all. Though, getting them to 
use it judiciously and in a manner that 
doesn't drain them completely, required a 
lot of planning and monitoring both by 
parents and teachers.

ONLINE CLASSES FOR CHILDREN
'2020 has been confusing, chaotic and challenging. But it's not UNBEATABLE'
Lockdown became a
'A Golden Opportunity for Education'
Looking towards the motivation, “Never stop because of the hurdles.” Canvas successfully conducted 

online classes 
for the children.
Canvas has 
qualified 
trained, 
passionate and 
affectionate 
trainers who 
love their 
profession. This 
strength made 
us easily shift 
the paradigm of 
the entire 
education 
system to the 
virtual platform. 
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LAUNCH OF WEBSERIES
Parent Enhancement Plan (Web Series)-  
Negative to Positive parenting

“NECESSITY IS THE MOTHER OF INVENTION.”
Real Change takes place in deep crisis. Lockdown 
was a boon for Canvas. It pushed us to gather 
potential educationists from across India and 
provide unique Learning Experience to everyone 
associated with Canvas. Under the Web series, 
Parenting Enhancement Plan (PEP) Canvas had 
the opportunity to learn from point 1.
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VIRTUAL TEACHER 
TRAINING OF 
ACADEMICS, 
MARKETING & 
OPERATIONS
Canvas International School is an organisation 
which regularly conducts TTT (Train The 
Trainer). Under these extreme circumstances 
also, we conducted training on Academics, 
Marketing, Operations for Teachers and 
Partners.
It is a golden opportunity for Teachers to 
'Upgrade'and specialize themselves in the 
field of online teaching – content, self creation 
of videos, lesson plans and to prepare Home 
learning assignments.

VIRTUAL SUMMER 
CAMP - JUNE

Virtual Summer Camp provided Bounty of 
Learning and Unlimited Fun to our children 

and their proud parents. The Virtual Summer 
Camp received many accolades from proud 

parents across India.
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CANVAS AWARDS- FOR PARTNERS
TENACIOUS TEAM2.HAPPY HOME LEARNERS1.

METICULOUS MANAGERS3. NON-STOPPABLE NEW COMERS4.
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PROUD MOMENT
Proud moments for entire 
team of Canvas – Our 
honourable Director was 
featured in the 
Flocompedium, in alliance 
with Ministry of MSME. 10 
Success Stories of Women in 
MSME in India, where our 
honourable Minister Nitin 
Gadkari Ji addressed all 100 
participants through video 
conferencing. Big thanks to 
all parents, teachers and 
partners for extending 
support.

TEACHERS 
TRAINING:

Induction and welcome of new staff.
First quarter review.
How to assess the child.

Our Teacher Training Workshops includes 
the following:

UPCOMING ACTIVITIES

19th August – World Photography Day

JULY

10th August – Janmashtami Celebration 
(pottery making).

20th August – Mask Making – Ganesh Chaturthi

13th September – Grandparents Day (Retro To 
Metro)

21st September – International Day of Peace

18th July- Startling Senses

15th August – Glorious India.

1st July – School Reopens
4th July- Guru Purnima

26th September – World Tourism Day (Virtual 
Tour)

1st August – Raksha Bandhan Special

SEPTEMBER

5th September – Facilitators Day

AUGUST

4th September – Canvas Literature Festival

14th September – Hindi Diwas (Kavi Sammelan)
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“We are thankful to Canvas International Pre-
School for their outstanding support, services, 
and guidelines provided to us to establish our 

preschool. I could only say, Canvas international 
Pre-School is the best brand in the country.”

OWNER'S NAME: Mr. Vijay kumar Nirwan & 
Mrs. Shobha Nirwan 

BRANCH NAME: Bhankrota

FRANCHISE PARTNER TALK

“My son Raghav Sharma is studying in CANVAS 
INTERNATIONAL PRE- SCHOOL, BUNDI, CLASS- 

LKG. The education, values and all-round 
development activities of children in the institute 
are commendable and excellent for building the 
new generation of society. The local director, Mr. 
Samrat Totla personally observes each child and 
reinforces the trust of parents and the attraction 

of kids towards school. Thank you, Canvas Family.” 

Branch: Bundi

 Grade: LKG
Father's Name: Bhanu Pratap

Student Name: Raghav Sharma

Mother's Name: Neha Sharma

PARENT'S TESTIMONIAL

RIDHI SHARMA

PREP
Pratap nagar, Jodhpur

ALL ROUNDER
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